Jalguron Sector Battle Map
Location of the Nataran Invasion
Admirals: Star Strike! Season 1

Assembly Recommendations

We recommend mounting both map halves to a backing board (Such as Foamcore
or thick Cardboard), and using tape over the middle to prevent slipping and protect the
cut edges. If using premium pieces with this board, be aware that there may be some
snug fits - For a better fit, we recommend using our 14”x24” neoprene playmats.

Story

Filled with gaseous Nebulae and stellar Dust Clouds, the Jalguron sector is prime
territory for energy production. Initially settled by the Planetary Accords prior to Stellar
Era 1, the sector borders the militaristic Nataran Empire. The Empire had initially planned
to colonize the sector long before the Accords had begun their own expansion, however
the internal strife leading to the Aranidae rebellions stunted the Empire’s ability to
expand.
Now seeing the humanoid Kysshans and their allies encroaching on what was long
called “The future of the Empire”, the High Admiralty ordered a full-scale invasion, driving
into the Jalguron Sector with the intent of punching through the front lines and striking
at the Accords Homeworlds far beyond.
Unaware of the existence of the Empire, the Accords were not prepared for
war. Mobilizing every possible ship (including the newly designed Paladin-Class
Dreadnoughts), the Accords Navy was determined to hold the line in the Jalguron Sector
- No matter the cost.
Tactical Advice

The Jalguron Sector has somewhat sparse Strategic System coverage, with only 2 Star Systems
noted on the map. If both players have a solid hold on a single System, you will have to rely on defeating
more of your opponent’s ships than your own in order to win the day. Use the Nebula and Dust Cloud to
your advantage to keep the pressure on while protecting your ships.
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